RESIGNATIONS:
1. Hartman, Jeremy, Assistant Principal-BWES
2. Liskey, Jennifer, Teacher-BWES
3. Hayes, Sally, SLP-BWES
4. Lincoln, Chanelle, Teacher-SVJC
5. Zimmerman, Daniel, Teacher-SMS
6. Barney, Erin, Teacher-MES
7. Singer, Michael, SMS

RETIREMENTS:
1. Franson, Cecil, Cafeteria Manager-BWES
2. Payne, Valerie, School Counselor-LHS
3. Webb, Jeanne, Teacher-MES

NEW HIRES:
1. Diggs, Jennifer, Teacher, LHS
2. Girolmo, Ashton, Teacher, SMS
3. Hill, Carroll, Teacher, SMS
4. Jordan, Margaret, Teacher-SMS
5. Strassler, Bonny, PT Homebound
6. Burnett, Cynthia, HR

ATHLETIC STIPENDS:
1. White, Shane: Varsity Assistant Outdoor Track - LHS

ACADEMIC/EXTRA-CURRICULAR STIPENDS:
1. McGrath, Sandra: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
2. McAllister, Megan: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
3. Harlow, Connie: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
4. Pultz, Virginia: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
5. Leach, Nicole: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
6. Taylor, Nathan: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
7. Eimers, Tiffany: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
8. Ott, Brittney: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
9. Smith, Krista: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
10. Montague, Donte': SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
11. Sorber, Terri: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
12. Rodzinka, Emily: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
13. Moore, Tanya: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
14. Pyles, Emily: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
15. Early, Karen: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
16. Fowler, Blair: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - WES
17. Hostetter, John: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
18. Furst, Arielle: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
19. Zombro, Robin: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
20. Regan, Paul: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
21. Thompson, Ruth: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
22. Costello, Caitlin: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
23. Freed, Michelle: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
24. Stumm, Brian: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
25. McCauley, Marie: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
26. Hawley, Christine: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
27. Sandridge, Stephanie: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
28. Simmons, Hannah: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
29. Il nit zki, Kaitlin: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
30. Zimmerman, Daniel: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
31. Simpkins, Fred: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - SMS
32. Love, Shannon: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - MES
33. Chapman, Courtney: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - MES
34. Fregosi, Stacey: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - MES
35. Moubay, Melanie: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - MES
36. Hamric, Donna: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - MES
37. Bennett, Cheryl: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - MES
38. Montoya, Amy: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - MES
39. Treser, Alyssa: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - MES
40. Lucas, Dec: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - MES
41. Smith-Reeps, Heather: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - MES
42. Knicely, Lori: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - MES
43. Webb, Jeanne: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - MES
44. Barney, Erin: SOL Tutoring/Remediation - MES

CHANGE OF STATUS:
1. Davis, Christy: from Differentiation Specialist to Teacher effective for the 2016-17 School Year: MES

APPLICATIONS/ATTENDANCE:
1. Lee, Mark: Application of Attendance
2. Miller, John: Application of Attendance
3. Williams, Emily: Application of Attendance
4. Baker, Sarah: Application of Attendance
5. Peterson, David: Application of Attendance
6. Johnson, Michelle: Application of Attendance
7. Clark, Samuel: Application of Attendance
8. Martinez, Robert: Application of Attendance
10. Davis, Elizabeth: Application of Attendance

ADDITIONAL BUSINESS:
1. Discussion of School Safety
2. Approval of New Policies
3. Update on Building Projects
4. Review of Budget Allocation
5. Consideration of Staff Development Plan
6. Approval of School Calendar
7. Consideration of Technology Integration Strategies
8. Review of Curriculum Updates
9. Discussion of Student Conduct Policies
10. Consideration of Field Trip Requests

NOTICE OF REVISIONS:
1. Revision of Attendance Policy
2. Update of Student Handbook
3. Amendment to Staff Handbook
4. Revision of Graduation Requirements
5. Update of Extracurricular Activities
6. Amendment to Health and Safety Protocols
7. Revision of Discipline Procedures
8. Update of Technology Policies
9. Amendment to Gifted Education Services
10. Revision of Library Services

DRAFT